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Field Inventory Precision – Review and Recommendations 

James D. Arney, PhD. 

Forest Biometrics Research Institute (FBRI) 

There are an increasing number of operational field cruises being designed where the precision 

of measurements have been specified at levels either not achievable or not efficient. 

Two recent examples are: 

1) Measurement of individual tree Dbh (diameter at breast height) to the nearest 0.1-inch 

precision rather than the more traditional 1-inch precision; 

2) Measurement of individual tree form class using a handheld Spiegel Relaskop (or similar 

optical device).  The attempt is to determine a tree diameter at some fixed height on the 

sample tree (such as 17-feet above ground).  This diameter is then divided by the Dbh at 

breast where both diameters are assumed to be precise to 0.1-inch.  The expected result is 

Girard 16-foot Form Class. 

An actual field inventory of approximately 60,000 acres with 1,500 stands was used to evaluate 

these alternative field methods.  This inventory was sampled over a three-year period using 

variable plot cruising designs to accommodate the full range of tree sizes found in the various 

stands. 

  The plots were systematically spread through each stand at a rate 

of approximately one plot for every 2.5 acres.  This resulted in a 

total of 23,342 plots over 1,500 stands. 

Only a single basal area factor (Baf) was used in each stand where 

the cruiser attempted to use a factor which would result in 3 – 9 

trees per plot.  The actual result was an average of 5.8 trees per plot 

over all plots in all three years. 

This forest was predominately Douglas-fir (62%) and Western 

Hemlock (20%) with 19 other associated species. 

Total heights were measured on approximately every third tree with 

care to obtain some heights for every species in each stand.  This 

resulted in measured heights for 36 percent of the 135,585 trees 

sampled by species and Dbh across all plots. 

All sample trees were recorded to the nearest 0.1-inch Dbh.  Since 

the use of diameter tapes will always have a tendency to be biased 

high due to moss, branches and loose debris, the diameter measurements were not rounded to the 

nearest 0.1-inch.  Instead, the diameter measurements were truncated to the 0.1-inch Dbh.  This 
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means that a diameter tape showing 12.47 inches (to the nearest 1/100
th

 inch) is truncated to 12.4 

rather than rounded up to 12.5 inches. 

Four copies of the inventory database were built: 

1) Dbh = 0.1 Inch.  All plots were compiled by stand using a nominal log length of 32-feet to a 

minimum top diameter inside bark of 5.0 inches.  The FBRI Forest Projection and Planning 

System (FPS Version 7.51) forest management software suite was used to compile and report 

all volume and value statistics.  The compiled results are displayed by site class (Table 1).  

 

Table 1.  Compiled using Dbh observations to the 0.1-inch precision.  

 

 

2) Dbh = 1.0 Inch.  A copy of the full inventory database was then made.  In this copy of the 

database, all trees in the sample plots were rounded to the nearest 1-inch class (from the 0.1-

inch precision Dbh measurements).  For example, all trees between 11.6 and 12.5 inches 

were adjusted to 12.0 inches.  Everything else remained intact from the original database 

(Table 2). 

 

Table 2.  Compiled using Dbh observations to the 1-inch precision.  
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3) Dbh = Highest.  A third copy of the inventory database was made.  In this copy, all trees had 

their observed Dbh increased by 0.4 inches.  The trees in the previous database which were 

12 inches became 12.4 inches.  The objective is to observe the impact of a cruise which still 

results in the same diameters to a precision of 1-inch being compiled at the upper limits of 

the diameter classes (Table 3). 

 

Table 3.  Compiled using Dbh observations to the 1-inch precision at upper class limits.   

 
 

 

4) Dbh = Lowest.  A forth copy of the inventory database was made.  In this copy, all trees had 

their observed Dbh decreased by 0.4 inches.  The trees in the second database which were 12 

inches became 11.6 inches.  The objective is to observe the impact of a cruise which still 

results in the same diameters to a precision of 1-inch being compiled at the lower limits of 

the diameter classes (Table 4). 

 

Table 4.  Compiled using Dbh observations to the 1-inch precision at lower class limits.    

 

The results from these four compilations of the same inventory were then compared to one 

another to observe if the difference in precision of Dbh measurements has an impact on the total 

standing inventory report (Table 5). 
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As may be observed in the lower portion of Table 5, the percentage differences of the various 

ways of handling Dbh precision have essentially a one percent or less impact on any of the 

inventory statistics.  This comparison is the same magnitude for both the “per acre” and “Total” 

inventory statistics. 

Table 5.  Comparison of the four variations of compiling the same cruise.  

 
 

As may be observed in Table 5, the small shift in recorded Dbh may cause the Baf expansion of 

numbers of trees by size to shift accordingly.  However, the height statistics are un-affected by 

this variation in diameter measurement precision.  Significantly more variation would be 

anticipated by sending a second team of cruisers out to re-sample this inventory.  Subsequent 

samples are observed to vary the total inventory by five percent or more.  Due to this expectation 

and experience, differences of one percent are not considered significant enough to report. 

Cost of Precision 

These results demonstrate an important factor when designing a field inventory.  That factor is 

field precision of equipment and staff.  From the office it would appear that greater precision of 

inventory statistics would be available if the cruisers measured trees to a higher resolution.  

While individual trees being sampled may be recorded to a higher precision, it may be a false 

expectation to assume that results in the forest-wide results have a higher precision. 

This cruise established plots at a density of one plot per 2.5 acres.  A subsequent field sample 

will most likely result in plot centers occurring at other points in each stand.  Resulting variance 

has been commonly observed to be much greater than 1 percent.  Therefore, the added precision 

of Dbh measurements has not improved the resulting standing inventory statistics. 

Let us assume that a knowledgeable and experienced team of cruisers could provide a production 

rate of about 20 plots per day per cruiser on this inventory.  They would sample about one-third 

of tree heights and record Dbh to the nearest 1-inch diameter class. 

Cruise Method Dbh Trees Basal TopHt Cubic Board Value Cubic Board Value

Dbh = Highest in Class 13.7 196 201 102 5,536 23,036 3,925 312,255 1,299,384 221,388

Dbh = 0.1-inch Precision 13.1 213 200 102 5,488 22,999 3,853 309,552 1,297,298 217,328

Dbh = 1.0-inch Precision 13.2 211 201 102 5,549 23,277 3,878 312,995 1,312,962 218,749

Dbh = Lowest in Class 12.9 221 200 102 5,456 22,851 3,801 307,769 1,288,923 214,380

Difference from 1-inch Class

Dbh = Highest in Class 3.8% -7.1% 0.0% 0.0% -0.2% -1.0% 1.2% -0.2% -1.0% 1.2%

Dbh = 0.1-inch Precision -0.8% 0.9% -0.5% 0.0% -1.1% -1.2% -0.6% -1.1% -1.2% -0.6%

Dbh = Lowest in Class -2.3% 4.7% -0.5% 0.0% -1.7% -1.8% -2.0% -1.7% -1.8% -2.0%

Summaries per Acre Total Inventory (in 1,000s)
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These 23,342 plots would require 1,167 cruiser days to complete the project.  Now, experience 

shows that measuring each tree to 0.1-inch will add approximately 45 seconds to the time spent 

measuring and recording each tree.  Since there were 135,585 sample trees in this field 

inventory, this additional time accumulates to 212 cruiser days.  This is an 18 percent addition to 

the time required to complete the project for no additional information or precision. 

If we assume an average cost of field inventory to be $7.00 per acre, the expected cost of the 

inventory would be approximately$420,000.  An additional 18 percent in field time due to tree 

measurements to 0.1-inch would result in an added expense of about $75,000. 

This additional cost would be much better spent on cruising more stands in a given year than 

spending more time on each plot for no additional gain in knowledge. 
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Measuring Tree Taper in an Inventory Sample 

The goal is to obtain a more precise estimate of tree volume than may be achieved with only Dbh 

and total height.  A measurement of the shape of the tree is desired as a third parameter for 

volume estimation. 

Girard “Form Class” versus FPS “Taper Class” 

The traditional practice for estimating tree form has been to select a sample height on the tree 

and then measure an associated upper stem diameter at that height.  The most common example 

of this approach is the Girard 16-foot Form Class measurement.  The cruiser determines a point 

on the tree which appears to be 17 feet from ground level (including a 1-foot stump height).  

Then, most commonly, a Spiegel Relaskop is used to estimate the diameter of the tree at that 

height.  Girard Form Class is then computed as the diameter inside bark at 17-feet divided by the 

diameter outside bark at breast height.  Resulting values typically range from 0.66 to 0.86 as 

dib/Dbh ratios. 

An alternative approach is to select a sample diameter on the tree and then measure the 

associated height to that diameter using the same Spiegel Relaskop identified previously.  Since 

the Relaskop is designed to easily adjust for slope, backing away from the tree until the tree is 

‘boarder line’ at breast height is well understood.  Then the cruiser shifts up the tree profile until 

a height is achieved which is 80 percent of the view bars width at breast height.  That height is 

recorded.  Taper Class is then that intermediate height (- 4.5) divided by total tree height (- 4.5).  

Values typically range from 0.10 to 0.50 as height ratios. 

The Spiegel Relaskop is designed to be relatively precise for measurements of height while 

removing the effects of topographic slope and terrain.  It is only precise for tree diameter at fixed 

edges of black and white horizontal bars.  This is not effective for a precise measurement of a 

tree diameter at a specific height, as is required for Girard Form Class.  The cruiser must 

interpolate within the Relaskop bars visible in the view of the tree bole.  However, it is efficient 

for a precise measurement of height at a specific relative diameter, as is required for FPS Taper 

Class. 

As discussed in the FPS Forester’s Guidebook and FPS Mathematics of Trees, quality control 

and review of field precision should begin before going to the field. 

Tree form changes due to crown recession when a tree experiences high densities.  Intermediate 

and suppressed trees have a more cylindrical form than open-grown trees.  This is demonstrated 

in Figure 1 where 5,656 felled and measured Douglas-fir trees were grouped by FPS Taper 

Class.  Diameters and heights along the bole were simply converted to relative diameters and 

heights as portions of Dbh and total height, respectively.  The trees were then simply grouped 

into five taper classes based on the relative height values of each tree at the point where the 
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upper diameter is 80 percent of the Dbh.  Look closely at Figure 1 and notice that the greatest 

height differences between curves occur at approximately 80 percent of Dbh.  The highest curve 

represents suppressed tree forms (Taper Class = 50%).  The lowest curve represents open-grown 

tree forms (Taper Class = 10%).  Note the vertical reference bar to highlight this index point. 

Also notice that an 80-foot tall tree would have a 17-foot form class measurement at (17-

4.5)/(80-4.5) = 0.166 height level in Figure 1.  This is approximately the greatest horizontal 

difference between taper class curves anywhere in the Figure.  To distinguish between these five 

taper curves in the field would require the precision in measurements as outlined in Table 6. 

Table 6.  Comparison of measurement precision required to determine “taper” versus “form” classes. 

Taper Class ht80 (ft) ht80 diff. dob17 dib17 dib diff. Form Class 

10% 12.1  9.2 8.2  .68 
  7.5   0.8  

20% 19.6  10.1 9.0  .75 
  7.5   0.5  

30% 27.1  10.6 9.5  .79 
  7.5   0.4  

40% 34.6  11.0 9.9  .82 
  7.5   0.2  

50% 42.1  11.3 10.1  .84 

As you can readily observe, to distinguish a taper difference in a 12-inch, 80-foot tree using the 

taper class method requires observing a 7.5-foot difference in height between each class.  This is 

feasible using a standard handheld Spiegel Relaskop.  However, to distinguish the same 

differences using the form class method requires observing a 0.2 to 0.8-inch difference in inside 

bark diameter at 17 feet up the tree bole.  Each 0.02 step in Form Class (i.e., 78% to 80%) 

requires a 0.2-inch precision in diameter inside bark at 17 feet in Table 6 (a 12-inch tree which is 

80 feet tall). 

Measuring Girard Form Class on a per tree basis is not feasible using any standard field 

instrumentation available to the forester unless it includes a ladder and bark gauge. 

The observation of relative height, (intermediate height - 4.5ft) / (total height - 4.5ft), where 

outside bark diameter is eighty percent of the diameter at breast height is the most consistent 

method for obtaining a third parameter in the field given the limitations of the measuring 

instruments available to the forester.  This is a strong statement since most foresters, who were 

traditionally estimating taper in the Northwest, have relied on Girard Form Class methods. 

No regressions had been attempted on these 5,656 trees prior to display in Figure 1.  The point 

being made here is that the scaling to a relative basis takes away the need to account for large 

trees versus small trees.  Only the difference in taper profile is left to be disclosed.  Taper Classes 

are the relative height values (10%, 20%, 30%, 40% and 50%) at 80% of Dbh (vertical bar). 
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Taper Equations 

Traditional developments of taper equations have relied on the use of a diameter measurement at 

a fixed height to distinguish differences in taper profiles, such as Girard Form Class.  When a 

large dataset is obtained containing trees across a broad range of Dbh and total height, the 

traditional least squares regressions tend to default to the trend in average profile from a small 

tree to a large tree.  The variation in observed form is mostly absorbed due to the least squares 

parametric statistical approach.  This shortcoming is evident when overlaying typical taper 

equations on the Figure 1 display of raw tree averages grouped by Taper Class.   

 

 
Figure 1. Raw averages of felled-trees by Taper Class. 
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Examples are the tree taper and volume functions used in the FVS and ORGANON growth 

models.  These are based on parametric models and are displayed in Figures 2 and 3, 

respectively. 

 
Figure 2.  Douglas-fir taper model (dashed lines) used in FVS relative to actual data. 

Without fault to the author, the range in absolute tree dimensions among trees is far greater than 

the range in differences due to taper.  As a result the regression analysis collapses to the basic 

equation form selected by the author, rather than discover the underlying taper.  The taper 

regression approach selected by the author tends to be more sensitive to the butt of the tree than 

the top. 
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Figure 3.  Douglas-fir taper model (dashed lines) used in ORGANON relative to actual data. 

Again, without fault to the author, the range in absolute tree dimensions among trees is far 

greater than the range in differences due to taper.  As a result the taper regression analysis 

collapses to the basic equation form selected by the author.  In this case this equation form is 

more sensitive to upper stem profiles than lower stem profiles. 

Results from these parametric taper approaches – Two parametric equation forms, one species, 

are creating two very different results in two different growth models even if the growth 

dynamics were modeled identically.  Even the starting cruise compilation results in different 

volumes! 

The FPS Taper Class approach provides a clear separation of tree profile differences regardless 

of tree size.  The nonparametric lookup table for taper by Dbh and height provides a robust basis 

for volume without having to spend time measuring taper in field inventories. 


